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ACROSS

 7 Which idiots reportedly 
deleted messages? (9)
 9 For employment, some bootleg 
as UK’s in recession (5)
 10 Knight’s singers, you can hear 
them on the hour (3,4)
 11 Frank has best type of car for 
the Summer? (4-3)
 12 Labour-voting areas with 
everybody on wine (3,4)
 14 Skill essentially used to follow 
what Trump’s got (7)
 16 Language of remote central 
part of Asia (5)
 17 Bird skinned Meloni’s way? (3)
 18 Warthog regularly fed to gross 
lizard (5)
 20 One politician points and 
threatens (7)
 22 A note is mobilising nervous 
Russian neighbour? (7)
 24 Morgan or Martin, but perhaps 
not Imran (7)
 26 Brave Russian from maritime 
city (7)
 27 Extra defence spending 
ultimately is providing protection 
(5)
 28 Head after Queen of Pop for 
some speed (9)

DOWN

 1 Bank maybe accommodates a 
very British actor (8)
 2 View 25% of migrants turning 
within English channel (10)
 3 Post O� ice upset our people in 
work (4)
 4 Exotic Nude: its sequel has just 
premiered (4)
 5 Bleats about this publication’s 
awards (6)
 6 Pine cut after Spring 2024? 
(4,4)
 7 Server dropping last of linguini 
in drink (5)
 8 Reluctant army conscript? 
Each is unique (9)
 13 DJ’s tracks from records 
including five new ones (4-5)
 15 Bad karma, say, in school’s 
annual performance (10)
 16 Rubbish film shot surrounded 
by fire mostly (8)
 19 Harder to unravel line in 
African port (8)
 21 Promise Labour’s ended, 
dismaying Green electorate, 
primarily? (6)
 23 Gulf sailors holding evacuated 
Yemenis (5)
 25 He has X and K below total in 
reverse (4)
 26 America invested in nothing 
secure (4)


